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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers the problem of optimizing screening inspection ef-
fort in a general multistage sequential production process. Some of the factors
relevant to obtaining optimal inspection policies are first described. A mathe-
matical model is presented which possesses sufficient generality to produce in-
teresting results, yet admits to a relatively simple solution. Thus, the pot-
ential for handling moderately large problems is present in this model. The
mathematical model has been programmed on M.I.T.'s time-sharing system for the
rapid solution and analysis of specific problems, and typical computational re-
sults are discussed. Through the analysis of the structure of the model and
the resulting optimal soltuions, several significant insights into the deter-
minants of the.optimal placement of inspection points in the process are obtained,
including the relative insensitivity of total quality cost to a suboptimal
placement of inspection points and the expected behavior of the optimal policy
as a result of changes in process parameters. The difficulties involved in
treating more complex cases are also discussed, as well as possible extensions
of the present model.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Organization
This thesis is organized into five chapters and one appendix. This in-
troductory chapter is an attempt to put the manufacturing inspection problem
in proper perspective to the totality of problems in the shop and to suggest
some of the considerations that one ought to be aware of in designing an in-
spection policy. In addition, a brief survey of relevant literature is pre-
sented.
Chapter Two is a description of the mathematical model which is the
basis of the experimental work done by the author. Chapter Three explains
the structure of the computational system and discusses computational limita-
tions. Chapter Four describes the results of several problem runs with dif-
ferent data sets. Chapter Five is a commentary on the limitations of the
model employed and suggests possibly significant related areas for future
investigations.
The Appendix contains program listings and a brief description of each
of the programs.
Some General Remarks Concerning Quality Assurance
Associated with virtually every production process are considerations
concerning the quality of the product(s) outputted from the system. Even in
those processes in which no apparent effort is expended in assuring a quality
product, non-systematic, casual (perhaps visual) inspection is often an implicit,
unavoidable part of the process. The present discussion will be limited to
- 7 -
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those manufacturing processes in which a systematic inspection procedure or
policy can be devised in order to attain some goal (produce the product at
minimum total cost, produce zero defects, etc.). It is interesting to note
that under many problem formulations the quality aspects of the manufactur-
ing system are embodied in both a goal statement (i.e. minimize total costs
including the cost of assuring acceptable quality) and solution constraints
(i.e. no more than X% defective finished products will be acceptable) simul-
taneously.
At the outset, we will assume inspection (of raw materials, partially
finished goods, component sub-assemblies, and finished goods) is the primary
instrument available for assuring acceptable quality in the finished product.
Therefore, it is assumed that the technical production process to be employed
is determined beforehand from considerations which are unaffected by a
choice of inspection policy. Clearly, in the more general case, alternate
manufacturing methods would affect both the frequency of defective operations
occurring and the physical methods to be used in inspection.
The inspection policy chosen, as an integral part of the production pro-
cess, will greatly affect other aspects of the system, such as facility
scheduling, workforce requirements, etc. In particular, inspections which
take place between manufacturing stages occupy finite time intervals and may
thus be considered as operations in total facility scheduling. In this case
the inspection policy must be determined before scheduling can take place.
Although optimal inspection policies may exist for flow- or job-shop
situations in which items are manufactured in small or unit lots, it appears
that the systematic determination of optimal inspection policies will be
potentially most useful in those situations in which large lots of a product
- 9 -
are produced at a time, due to the considerable collection of non-standard
data and computational effort required, as will be seen shortly. The re-
mainder of this thesis will be concerned with questions of "pure" inspec-
tion, ignoring possible interrelationships of inspection policy with other
facets of production management, and taking the technological manufacturing
process as given and not subject to change while the inspection policy is
in effect.
Choice of an Inspection Policy
For the purposes of this paper the following definition of an inspec-
tion policy will suffice:
An inspection policy is a statement of the defect
types to be inspected for, the point within the
production process at which inspection for each
defect type is to take place, and the sampling
processes to be employed.
We are not concerned here with the actual inspection or testing method
used, whether it be mechanical, electrical, or visual. It is assumed that
appropriate procedures can be devised by the engineering staff of the firm
and that there are no choices to be made among alternate inspection proced-
ures. What we seek is the allocation of inspection resources to each possible
defect type at various points in the manufacturing process which will attain
some predetermined goal. Sometimes an extreme solution, such as inspection
of every operation immediately after execution or no inspection at all, will
be optimal.
The factors affecting the choice of an inspection policy are of two
general kinds: those associated with the manufacturing process (exclusive
of inspection), and those associated primarily with inspection. Some
factors associated with the manufacturing process which will in part
-10 -
determine the selection of an inspection policy are the following:
1) The arrangement of stages. In the simplest case manufacturing
stages constitute a strictly-ordered sequence such that for
any stage y there exists at most one stage such that x directly
precedes y and there exists at most one stage z such that y
directly precedes z. In more complex manufacturing situations
assembly and partition operations may occur.
2) The defect-generating process. Defective operations may occur
at manufacturing stages, thus imparting physical defects to the
product. A defect generated at any one stage may be repairable
at different costs, depending on its severity, or be non-repair-
able. Additionally, defects generated at a stage may be either
dependent or independent of defects occurring at other (preceding)
stages. In order to define the problem fully, statements must
be made about the defect-generating process at each stage. These
statements are usually of a statistical nature, specifying a
probability distribution for each stage, or multivariate dis-
tributions for the case in which the defect-generating processes
of several stages are dependent. For example, it may be observed
that the defect-generating process at a particular stage can be
modeled as Bernoulli with fixed parameter p, the probability of
generating defect which is invariably non-repairable. The
quantity 1-p would then be the probability of the operation
being successfully executed.
The concept of a defect-generating process at each manufacturing
stage can be broadened to include operations in which components
-11 -
are added to an assembly. It may be known, through incoming
sampling procedures or otherwise, that a component (ex. a re-
sistor) taken at random has a certain probability of being
defective (out of spec). Thus, adding a defective component
to an assembly can be considered to be a defect generated at
the stage. A stage consisting of an assembly operation might
then generate a component-type defect, an operation defect, or
both.
3) Physical limitations on inspection imposed by the manufacturing
process. In some instances, inspection for a defect generated
at a manufacturing stage is impractical or impossible. For ex-
ample, it may be a simple matter to test for a defect type
within an assembly up until its outer casing is added, but
impossible afterwards.
4) Processing costs. If a defect is discovered within an item
which renders it unusable, any operations performed on the pro-
duct after the defect occurred may be considered to be wasted
and taken into account in determining an inspection policy.
5) Repair costs. Repairable defects may be repaired, usually
at some cost.
6) Costs associated with the removal of worthless items or revenues
gained from selling items no longer usable in the manufacturing
process.
- 12_
Some aspects of the inspection process relevant to the choice of inspection
policy are:
1) The accuracy of inspection. The inspector may not be perfect.
Defects of type i when inspected for may be overlooked with
probability a . Also, there may be unavoidable ambiguities
associated with inspection. For example, an electrical test
of a partially completed assembly may indicate that one of
several sub-assemblies is not functioning properly, but addi-
tional effort may be required to locate the defective component
or wiring error within the correct sub-assembly.
2) Costs associated with inspection. Inspection costs may include
labor, equipment, and utility costs. Some components of inspec-
tion cost may be fixed, others variable.
3) The availability of inspection resources. These are resources
in limited supply, such as qualified manpower, special testing
equipment, etc.
The above variables associated with the total production process which
must be considered in selecting an inspection policy are meant only to be
suggestive. Many other factors could no doubt be added to the list.
In addition to the factors just discussed, the effects of outputting
defective goods must be considered in the selection of an optimal inspection
policy. Defective finished goods may be returned to the factory for repair
or exchange, usually at some cost to the firm. Customers may be lost
temporarily or permanently, thus reducing future sales levels and profits.
Certain legal restrictions on the quality of merchandise produced may apply.
~13 -
In many instances it is company policy to maintain certain standards of
quality although defects are unlikely to be observed by the consumer due
to the nature of the product.
CHAPTER II
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A Brief Review of Relevant Literature
The foundation of the most recent model-oriented papers is a result
derived by Lindsay and Bishop (1964)l and White (1966)2 regarding the in-
tensity of inspection effort to be applied at those points in a single-line
production process where inspection is to take place for the cases of non-
repairable only and repairable only defect types, respectively. It has
been shown that, under a fairly general cost structure including linear
costs associated with outgoing defective material and per-unit inspection
costs, a function including the total of inspection-related costs will be
minimized by an extreme point solution at each stage, i.e. by zero or 100%
inspection at each potential inspection point. This result will doubtlessly
bring relief to many production managers, for 100% inspection at intermediate
production stages appears to be common in industry. For models employing
fixed costs associated with supporting an inspection station, one might ex-
pect this result to be further reinforced.
Pruzan and Jackson (1967)3 have employed the "no partial sampling"
theorem in the development of a model of inspection in a simple sequence
of production stages, from which a least-expected-cost solution can be ob-
tained through use of dynamic programming. Immediately following each
manufacturing stage is a potential inspection point. From the set of
potential inspection points a sub-set is chosen at which 100% inspection
will take place. Each inspector then inspects for the defect types which
may have occurred since the previous inspection point.
- 14 -
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White (1967) has developed a more general model similar to that of
Pruzan and Jackson. Here, however, the defect-generating stages are parti-
tioned into two disjoint sets: those which generate repairable defects and
those which generate non-repairable defects. The optimization problem is
cast into a shortest-route form, which admits to a relatively simple solu-
tion, and a formulation is given for constrained inspection resources.
It appears that future investigations of the inspection effort alloca-
tion problem are most needed in the areas of:
1) more complex manufacturing processes including the
admissibility of assembly and partition stages, and
2) integration of optimal inspection policy search with
the interdependent problems of facility scheduling,
assembly-line balancing, work-force requirements, etc.
In addition, empirical evidence of the benefits to be gained through the use
of formal analysis of this problem in an actual industrial environment would
be welcomed.
A Variation of White's Shortest-Route Model
This chapter will be a detailed description of a model similar to that
of White (1967), the major difference being that each manufacturing stage
is considered to be a generator of both repairable and non-repairable defects.
White's model considers each stage to be a generator of either repairable
or non-repairable defects, but not both. We will henceforth refer to the
property of being repairable or non-repairable as the "class" of the defect,
while the stage of origin will identify the type of defect. The criterion
to be used in the evaluation of inspection policies is the same as that in
_16_
White's original model - a minimal expected cost solution is sought.
In many manufacturing situations the most important division of defect
types is into the repairable and non-repairable categories. It is this dis-
tinction between defects incurred at the same stage which will have the
greatest influence on the manner in which the product is to be subsequently
treated. For example, after a machining stage, items can often be reworked
if too little material is removed during the operation, but may have to be
scrapped if too much material is removed. Numerous similar situations
easily come to mind. It is thus felt that a model which is to even ap-
proximately reflect reality should incorporate this feature in order to
be applicable to a significant class of actual industrial settings.
The Physical Problem
We consider a production process consisting of an L-2 stage production
line and stages 1 and L external to the line representing fictitious input
and output activities. Potential inspection points exist after each produc-
tion stage and will henceforth be identified with the manufacturing stage
immediately preceding (Figure 1). Each stage j in the production line can
generate type j repairable and type j non-repairable defects.
The following assumptions will be made:
1) A unit with at least one non-repairable defect will be considered
a non-repairable item.
2) A unit with any number of repairable defects and with no non-
repairable defects will be considered a repairable item.
3) After discovery of defects, repairable units are repaired and
returned to the line at the point of inspection, and non-repair-
able units are removed from the manufacturing system.
-
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4) Inspectors are perfect; defects are never overlooked.
5) Inspectors test for all defect types after the previous inspection
point. An inspector at stage n thus inspects for defect types in
the set (m+l, m+2, . .n), given that the previous inspection point
is at stage m.
Initially a lot size, B1, is assigned to the system, where B. is taken
to be the expected number of items leaving manufacturing stage j that are
either perfect or repairable. Because of assumption (3), then, if there is
an inspector assigned to stage k, there would be Bk items eventually leaving
the stage to continue in the manufacturing process, and all units would be
defect-free.
We assume that each stage generates defects independently of every other
stage, and that the defect-generating process at each stage is multinomial
with stationary parameters pr and pn. Thus, the mass function for e., the
J
event occurring as an operation is performed on an item passing through stage
j is:
pr., e.1 = a repairable type-j defect is imparted toF 3 the item
f(e ) = pn., e = a non-repairable type-j defect is imparted
to the item
1-pn.-pr., e = the operation is successfully executed
J J J
An item leaving stage h which was last inspected at stage g may thus have any
combination of properties ejk for g < j < h, k = 1,2,3.
Network Formulations
At this point we will look ahead to the shortest-route model formulation
in order to make clear the sort of information that will be needed in order to
~19~
solve for an optimal inspection policy. We will compute the set of expected
costs, c.., which represent the incremental cost incurred by having an in-
spection point at stage j of the manufacturing line given that the last in-
spection point is at stage i. Clearly, the cost of inspection at any stage
j is a function of i. We thus seek a value for all c.., j=2,3...L, i < j.
Let C =14c..
Once C is known an optimal inspection policy can be obtained with the
help of the Lindsay and Bishop theorem. Since any optimal inspection policy
will specify either zero or 100% inspection at each potential inspection
point, we must select from the set of all potential inspection points, K,
the subset, kcK, at which items will be inspected 100%, and kcfK at which
no inspection will take place, which will minimize the total expected cost.
Equivalently, an inspection policy in this model can be defined as an L-2
component Boolean vector (62, 63, 6L-1)
n wc if no inspection occurs at stage jin which 6
J if inspection occurs at j
Model I
A shortest-route solution to the directed network shown in Figure 2
will give the minimal cost inspection policy desired if there are no limita-
tions on the number of inspection points allowed. Here, c.. represents theij
arc length from node i to node j. Upon solution for the shortest (lowest
cost) route from node 1 to node L, 6.=1 if node j lies on the shortest path;
6.=0 otherwise. Nodes 1 and L serve a pedagogical purpose only; they provide
a common origin and end for the network route.
23
Figure 2 Model I General Network Forra
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Model II
If there is a limited number, n, of inspectors available for assignment
to the L-2 potential inspection points, a multi-level shortest-route network
of the form shown in Figures 3Uand 3b can be solved for the optimal inspec-
tion policy. In this network there are n node "levels" plus the origin and
end nodes, corresponding to the assignment of at most n inspectors to the
potential inspection points. For those nodes on each level which lie on the
k
shortest path from node (1,1) to node (n+2, L) 6 = 1, where j is the stageJ
k
and k is the inspector number assigned to the stage plus one. 6 = 0 for
J
k
all other nodes in the network and, necessarily 6. must be zero for all
kj k. If d is defined to be the L-2 component Boolean vector
k k k
(62, 63 .... -) for all levels k, then the optimal inspection policy is2 3 L- 1
* n+l k
given by 6 = E 6 In this network each arc (x,y), (z,w) is assigned
- k=2 -
cost c from C.
yw =
Cost Structure
We will now formulate the classes of costs which comprise each cm,
mn
n=2..L, m=l..n-1.
A. Expected Cost of Scrappage:
n
ees = Z cp.(B -B. ) + cd (B -B ) n=2..L-1, m=1..n-1.
mn j=m+2 j mJ- nmn
This formulation is identical to White's. B. has been defined previously
to be the expected number of good or repairable items leaving stage j from an
j
initial batch size of B . Thus, B =B 1H (1 - pn.) j=2... L-l. The second1 J 1.ii=2
component of ecs above represents the salvage value from disposal of non-
repairable unfinished items, where cd is the market value (or cost of dis-
n
posal) of a unit removed from the manufacturing process at stage n. Although
23 3
Figure 34 Mn+2
Figure 3a Model II General Network Form
I",
Network for 2-Inspector, 3-Stage Line
Number of Inspection Points Constrained to be Two or Fewer
Figure 3b
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the value of cd might also depend on m, as suggested by White, the data
collection difficulties would mitigate towards keeping this term as simple
as possible.
The first component of the expected cost of scrappage above represents
the wasted cost of processing items which already have acquired a non-repair-
able defect. With cp. representing the cost of processing an item at stage
n
j, the processing cost of units ruined at stage i is (B. B cp..
-1ij=i+1l
Hence, the total expected processing loss between stages m and n is
n-l n n-l n
Z [(B -B.) E cp.] or E E (B -B ) cp.. Upon reversing
i=m+1 j=i+1 i=m+1 j=i+1
the order of summation we obtain:
n j-1
E E cp.(B -B.)
j=m+2 i=m+l
n j-1
= E cp. Z (B -B.)
j=m+2 3 i=m+l
n
= E cp (B -B +B -B +B ...+B. -B. )
.m+2 j m m+1 m+1 m+2 m+2 3- 2 3-1j=m+2
n
= E cp. (B -B. )
j=m+2
B. Expected Repair Cost:
n n
erc = B [ E cr.pr.] H (1-pn.)
mn m i=m+l j=m+l n=2... .L-1, m=l..n-1,
where cr. is the unit cost of repairing type i repairable defects.
- 25 -
The probability that there will be a repairable defect of type i and no
non-repairable defects of type j, m < j < n is:
n
pr. HI (1-pn.).
j=m+l
Hence, the expected cost of repairing type i defects for B units is:
m
n
B cr. pr. H (1-pn.)
m 1 i j=m+l
Then the expected repair cost for all possible repairable defect types i
between m and n is:
n n
Z (B cr. pr. I (1-pn.))
i=m+l m 1 1 j=m+l
n n
= B ( Z cr. pr.) ( H (1-pn.))
m i=m+l j=m+1
Note that in general the cost of repair of a defect of type j is dependent
also on the stage n at which it is discovered. Substituting cr. for cr.ini
above does not affect the mechanics of calculation of erc in any way and is
thus entirely feasible. In the working model to follow, however, the simpler
form was chosen to make easier the task of data entry.
C. Expected Cost of Undetected Defects:
This is one of the most important categories of cost in the present
model, the undesirable consequences of outputting defective products being
the raison d'etre for quality assurance efforts. These costs may also be
the most difficult to ascertain in any actual situation. Included may be
the cost of handling and repairing returned items, the loss of company good-
will, and the deterioration of dealer loyalty.
-26 -
In this model two very simple formulations are given. The first assumes
that the cost of undetected defects of different types are additive. In this
case the expected cost of undetected defects is
L-1
ecul =B E
mL m =m+l
= 0
(pn. + pr.) cul.
J J J
m = 1...L-2
m = L-1
where cul. is the cost associated with a type j defect leaving the plant.
J
If we assume a fixed penalty cost for a unit with any defect type or
combination of defects leaving the plant, then
L-i
ecu2  = B cu2 [1 - O (1 - (pr. + pn.))]
mL m j=m+l
=0
cu2 is the penalty cost for outputting a defective
two expressions will give us the arc cost from any
end node, L, signifying that inspection last takes
m = 1..L-2
m = L-1
item. Either of
node, m, to the
place at stage m.
D. Expected Inspection Cost:
White's model contains expressions for the fixed cost of an inspection
station plus the per-unit inspection cost at the station. However, it is
not at all clear how these costs may be derived. One strategy is to assume
that the expected variable inspection cost from inspecting at stage n given
that inspection last took place at stage m is a function of both the set of
defect types to be tested or inspected for the efficiency of inspection as
where
these
dummy
- 27 -
determined by the order in which inspection takes place. Knowledge of m
and n alone uniquely determines the set, S, of defect types to be inspected
over at stage n. Thus, S = (j / m < j < n). We now seek a least-expected-
cost inspection sequence over S.
The assumptions about the inspection procedure to be used can be sum-
marized as follows:
1. There is a unit cost, C., associated with each defect type
that is tested for.
2. The inspector inspects or tests for defects in the set S
according to some predetermined least-expected-cost sequence
Q for all items.
3. As soon as the first non-repairable defect of any type is
discovered (if any), inspection ceases for that item, it
is put aside, and the inspection sequence begins anew for
the next item.
Thus, the unit expected inspection cost, uic, for any sequential ordering,
Q, of the elements in S is:
uic(Q) = C1 + (1-pn )C2 + (1-pnl) (1-pn2) 3 + .... + (1-pnl) (1-pn2
(1-pnk-1) Ck
Where there are k elements in S and
C. = the unit inspection cost for the defect type inspected for in
1
sequential position i of Q.
We seek the permutation, Q , of the elements of S which, when used as a
sequential inspection order, will minimize uic .
F 28 -
Price5 has identified this problem and offered the suggestion that an
optimal sequence can be obtained through complete combinatorial enumeration.
Thus, if there are k elements in S, k! orderings must be generated, and uic(Q)
computed for each in order to identify the optimal sequence. This is clearly
a computationally undesirable approach to solution of a problem which arises
(L-2)(L-1) .6
2 times in the inspection allocation model. Derman has investi-
gated this problem and discovered a simple rule which will give the optimal
inspection sequence for an inspection sequencing problem of which this is a
special case. Johnson has considered an inspection situation under rather
different inspection and repair assumptions, but the logical arguments used
are equally applicable in this case.
Theorem:
C.
Number the k defect types in S according to increasing value of --.
pn.
This is the optimal order of inspection.
Proof:
Let Q' be the sequence Q after interchanging components i and i+1 where
i+l < k. Then we have:
i-1
uic(Q')-uic(Q) = ( H (1-pn.)) ((Ci+l-pni)C )-(C +(1-pn )C
j=1 i+l ii
- Y(pn Ci+1 -pn C )
positive C. < C+1
which is 0 according as - - ,
negative pn >pi+
a transitive relation. If we successively interchange consecutive components
wherever this difference is negative, we are thus led to the rule that inspec-
tion for defect type i precedes j if
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C. C.
pn. pn.
1J
If the optimal inspection sequence is Q*, the total inspection cost
associated with inspection at n given that inspection last takes place at
m is:
*
eiz = B uic(Q ) + fic , n=2...L-1, m=l..n-l
mn m mn n
where fic is the cost of locating an inspection station at stage n inde-
n
pendent of the testing actually done (i.e. a fixed cost).
As an aside, it should be fairly evident that for potential inspection
points at any numbered stages a < b < .
uic* < uic* + uic* +.....+uic* .
az - ab bc yz
The cost matrix C can be derived from the above cost classes as follows:
c = eic + erc + ecs n=2...L-1, m=l... n-l
mn mn mn mn
cmL = eculML
m=. ... L-l.
or ecu 2 b
Network Solution
It is well-known that the directed shortest-route problem can be visualized
as a transhipment problem in which there is an excess of one unit at the source
node, a deficit of one unit at the sink node, and intermediate nodes have
neither deficit nor excess units. The object is thus to transport the unit
from source to sink at minimum cost. The mathematical problem is:
rn-i
minimize x = Z Z
1=1 jER
s.t.
x.. = 1
x. - ESik E
-X.m
im
XkJ = o k = 2,3...m-1
= -1
2
x = xiJ IJ
3VL i,j
Since x. . represents the "quantity shipped" from node i to node j, x. .=1
13 IJ
indicates that path (i-j) lies on the lowest-cost route, while x .=0 indicatesiJ
that path (i-j) is not a part of the lowest-cost route. Rk represents the set
of nodes immediately following node k, while Sk represents the set of nodes
immediately preceding node k. For example, in Model I Rk=(j / j>k),
Sk = (i / i<k), and m=L.
The dual to the transhipment problem above is:
maximize yo = yi - ym
s.t. y - y < c Vi, -V jy
y unconstrained in sign
In Model I V. is thus (j / j>i). Y is arbitrarily set to 0.
Ford8 has devised an extremely fast algorithm for solving the dual problem
above, exploiting the fact that each row contains but two variables:
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c.. x..13 13
i
Zj ~R
je R
E
iE Sk
E
isS
m
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..Assign initially yo = 0 and yi = o for i j 0.
Scan the network for a pair i and j with the
property that yi - yj > c-i. For this pair re-
place yi by yj + Cji. Continue this process.
Eventually no such pairs can be found, and ym
is now minimal and represents the minimal dis-
tance from 0 to m...
A dynamic programming approach to the problem above is similar, requiring
only an ordering of the rows in Ford's algorithm so that only one scan of
the inequality set is necessary.
From the Duality Theorem we know that x* = y* = -y. Thus, a solution
0 o m
to the maximization problem above will give the value of the minimum-cost
allocation of inspectors in the inspection model. From the complementary
slackness properties of the primal and dual problems (see Dantzig ) it
follows that for each row in the dual that is an equality, y. - y. = c..,
J l 1
* *
the corresponding primal variable, x.., is > 0. x.. must equal 0 for all
1J -- iJ
other i,j pairs. If we set each of the x..'s in the first group equal to
1, a spanning tree for the network will result, indicating the least-cost
route from the origin node to every node in the network. Note that this
is not a solution to the primal problem, since we will have included more
paths than are necessary to traverse the network from origin to terminal
nodes. However, the unbroken route from the initial to the terminal node
can now be easily identified, the associated variables of which comprise
a solution to the primal problem.
Flexibility of the Model
The model presented is quite flexible in its ability to cope with
multiple kinds of defects occurring at each stage. The partition of defects
into repairable and non-repairable classes has already been discussed. In an
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actual industrial situation, however, one stage of a manufacturing process
(one operation) may generate more than one kind of repairable or non-repair-
able defect. For example, adding a component to an assembly may result in
a faulty mechanical connection or a poor electrical connection or both. Dif-
ferent costs of repair may arise from these two defect kinds. In the case
in which variable inspection cost for defect type j is constant regardless
of the number of kinds (both repairable and non-repairable) of type j defects
which may occur, the analysis is straightforward. For k repairable type j
defects possible and 1 non-repairable type j defects possible let
1
pn.= 1 - H (1-pn..)
i=J
where pn.. is the probability of an item acquiring a type j repairable defect.
J1
Similarly, let
k
pr. = 1 - H (1-pr..).
i=l
Consequently, we may take as the repair cost of type j repairable defects
(which are now of several kinds) the expected cost of type j defects over the
k kinds: k
X cr.. pr..
i=1l
cr. =J k
E pr..
i=1l
where cr.. is the cost of repairing type j repairable defects of kind or
Jl-
severity i. Note that under the assumptions of the model multiple defect
kinds affect only pn., pr., and cr.. All cost functions are then based on
J J J
the values of these variables obtained as above.
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List of Variables
B. = the expected number of good or repairable items leaving stage j.
J
C. = per-unit variable inspection cost for type j defects.
C = matrix of cost coefficients //cmnmn
c = incremental cost of having inspection at stage n given that in-
spection last takes place at stage m = dl in programs.
mn
cd = disposal cost (or salvage value) of defective items removed at
stage j.
cp. = unit processing cost at stage j.
J
cr. = unit repair cost of type j repairable defect.
J
cul. = cost of a type j defect outputted.
J
cu2 = cost of a defective unit outputted.
ecs mn= expected cost of scrappage component of can
eic mn= expected cost of inspection component of cmn
erc = expected repair cost component of c .
ecul = expected cost of undetected defects assuming additive costs compon-
end of c
mn
ecu2 = expected cost of undetected defects assuming constant costs compon-
ent of c
mn
fic. = fixed cost of inspection at stage j.
L = # of stages in model = # of actual production stages plus two.
NSPECT = maximum # of inspection locations (in SHORT2).
pn. = probability of a unit acquiring a type j non-repairable defect.
J
pr. = probability of a unit acquiring a type j repairable defect.
J
CHAPTER III
PROGRAMMED IMPLEMENTATION
Computational Requirements
A programmed computational system for obtaining an optimum solution to
the inspection problem modeled in Chapter Two is to be described here. A
set of ten free-standing computer programs perform the necessary calculations.
The basic requirements for this program set are as follows:
1) Efficient computation of arc costs and evaluation of networks
for solutions to unconstrained, constrained, and arbitrary
policy cost problems. It is desired further to be able to
accomodate problems involving a large enough number of
stages to discern patterns in inspection station placement
in subsequent data runs.
2) Provision of problem solutions with a maximum of flexibility.
For example, a convenient method for entering data vectors
is desired. In addition, a minimum of recalculation should
be required for changes in the data set, within the limita-
tions of programming effort available.
3) Need for a minimum of human solution effort once data has been
put into machine readable form. Since the evaluation of the
unconstrained, constrained, and arbitrary policy problems
will usually be required of each data set, task initiation
should be as simple as possible.
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Programs, Data Files
The ten calculation routines are free-standing programs written in the
Fortran IV language and are stored in the user's allotted filestorage area
on the main disc of the M.I.T. CTTS time-sharing computer facility (Computa-
tion Center). Time-sharing provides much of the flexibility and ease of
human intervention desired of this problem-solving system. The user, com-
municating on-line with the IBM 7094 computer via a typewriter-like console,
can enter, compile, and select programs for execution, as well as establish
data storage files. Cost and parameter data are initially entered on
pseudo-tapes (actually one or more disc records) via the console in the
form of strings of numbers. The file structure employed is illustrated
in Figure 4. CTTS allows the user to load and run object programs utiliz-
ing either pre-stored data or data entered from the console at execution
times. Each program in this set, as it proceeds, reads the data it re-
quires from the pseudo-tape files and assigns these values to the appropriate
variables. In some of the programs presented herein, requests for additional
information are printed on the console to elicit the user's reply. The pro-
grams are:
1) MASTER. This program will calculate B , m=l... L-1, the ex-
pected number of good or repairable units leaving stage m.
An assumed initial batch size of 1000 units provides good
scaling for all of the calculations.
2) EIC. Expected inspection cost, eicmn, is calculated for
all feasible arcs.
3) ERC. Expected repair cost, ercmn, is calculated for all
feasible arcs.
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4) ECS. Expected cost of scrappage, ecsmn, is calculated for
all feasible arcs.
5) ECU1. Expected cost of undetected defects under the addi-
tive cost assumption, eculmL, is calculated for m=l..L-l.
6) ECU2. Expected cost of undetected defects under the con-
stant cost assumption, ecu 2mL, is calculated for m=1... L-l.
7) AGGREG. This program will aggregate the components of arc
costs, eic, erc, ecs, and either ecul or e:Ci2 to yield the
arc cost matrix C. A message is printed on the console ask-
ing the user whether he wants to employ additive or constant
costs of undetected defects. The user's response selects
either ecul or ecu2 to provide cmL, m=1..L-l.
8) SHORT. This program will evaluate the shortest-route net-
work corresponding to the unconstrained inspection problem,
using as input the values of C stored on an intermediate data
pseudo-tape. This program will print the minimum total cost
of the optimal policy obtained and the locations at which in-
spection stations should be placed. In addition, the minimum
arc costs from node 1 to all other nodes (the spanning tree)
are listed for further analysis.
9) SHORT2. This program will find the optimal inspection policy
for the constrained inspection problem. The user is asked to
enter on the console only the maximum number of inspection
stations to be allowed. All other work, including building
up the extended network of feasible arcs and assigning arc
costs, is done by the program. The console will print the
optimal location of inspection stations and the total quality
cost of the policy.
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10) LONG. This program will evaluate the total quality cost
of any arbitrary inspection policy. The user is asked only
to enter on the console the numbers of the stages at which
inspection is to take place. The program will then print
on the console the total cost of the policy entered.
Each program above will read in the required data from the appropriate
pseudo-tapes and output data onto the appropriate intermediate files as shown
in Figure 4. More detailed descriptions of these programs and statement list-
ings may be found in the appendix.
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FIGURE 4
FILE STRUCTURE
Input and intermediate variables stored in pseudo-tapes (one or more disc
records)
.tape. variables (input)
2 L
4 pn2...pnL-1
5 pr2. .. prL-1
6 C2 ...CLL-1
7 cp2 ... cPL-1
8 cd 2..cdL-1
9 cr2...crL-1
10 cuI. cul L
11 cu2
12 fic 2..fic
.tape. variables (intermediate)
20 B .... BL-1
21 $ ..m=1..L-l..n=m+l...L (m is major index)
mn
22 eic m=l..L-2, n=mi.L-1 (m is major index)
m,n
23 erc m1. .L-2, n=m+l..L-1 (m is major index)
25 ecs m=...L-2, n=m+l...L-l(m is major index)
24 ecul m=1... L-1
mL
26 ecu2m m=l.. .L-1
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Execution Sequence
Input data must be entered in the proper pseudo-tape files before any
calculation can take place. Each object program may be loaded and executed
under CTTS through the use of one or two simple commands communicated via
the console.
Starting with new data, the complete solution requires the execution
of several programs in sequence, as illustrated in the flow chart of
Figure 5. First, MASTER must be executed to provide the vector B which
is utilized as input to the arc cost component programs. Next, EIC, ERC,
and ECS are executed in any order to provide arc-cost components. ECUl or
ECU2 or both must also be executed at this time to provide cmL, m=1...L-1,
although only one of these data sets will be used in aggregation. AGGREG
is next executed to aggregate erc, eic, and ecs, providing arc costs, and
either ecul or ecu2 provides terminal arc costs. The program requests the
user to indicate on the console whether he desires the additive or constant
cost formulation of expected undetected defect costs.
Once the arc-length matric, C, has been outputted, one or more of the
network routines, SHORT, SHORT2, or LONG, may be executed to yield policies
and total quality costs. In addition, if only some data entries on pseudo-
tapes are revised, only the programs to do the affected calculations need
be re-executed. Only if the pr or pn vectors are changed must the full
sequence of programs be rerun, as all arc cost components include elements
of the vector B.
'U
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figure 5
I- - - -- - - -
I ENTER DATA ON
Executibt-ha Sequence
PSEUDO-TAPES
L
RUN SHORT
unconstrained
solution
RUN SHORT2
constrained
solution
RUN LONG
arbitrary
policy cost
RUN
MASTER
RUN EIC, ERC,
AND ECS
I
I
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Choice of Solution Structure
Separate programs for arc-cost calculation were adopted to permit re-
execution of fewer than all of the programs if data elements of one or two
types only are altered. This has already been mentioned. The use of a con-
trol program which would execute several or all of the programs described
above as subroutines was considered, but this idea was discarded since it
would require at least as much user effort in task specification as is pre-
sently required in executing the free-standing programs in sequence. The
use of pseudo-tape files for storage of input data permits data entry via
the console prior to program execution at the user's convenience and rapid
read-in of data from files (disc records) to core as each program is executed.
As mentioned earlier, the input data sets are limited to vectors for ease of
manual data entry, although some data element types may be considered to be
matrices in the general mathematical model (unit repair costs, for example).
Storage of the elements of the arc-cost matrix C on intermediate pseudo-
tapes permits the evaluation of constrained optimal, unconstrained optimal,
and arbitrary policies utilizing the same set of final arc-cost data. Thus,
the effects of constrained inspection resources of various degrees and ex-
isting policies can be readily compared without additional arithmetic calcu-
lations.
Computational Experience
There appear to be no major computational difficulties associated with
the inspection model. Calculation of arc costs is straightforward as des-
cribed, although perhaps unsparing of computer time for problems of greater
size than those considered here. This remains to be seen. The following
total computation times are typical for lines of the length indicated.
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L = # of stages (including initial and terminal) Total Time
5 47.93 sec
12 52.28
22 63.05
50 134.13
These data are plotted in Figure 6. We cannot, however, place much emphasis
on the reproductibility of these figures since (1) total time includes on
the average 20% swap time, which may vary from run to run with the same data
and program, and (2) total time includes program and data file retrival and
program load time of a setup nature.
Also, since the number of calculations required for the 5-stage (3 physi-
cal stages) problem is quite small we may assume that virtually all of the
47+ seconds required for solution to this problem is of a setup nature and
represents a fixed cost of using separate programs and the file search time
of the time-sharing system.
It is interesting to note, however, that the number of arcs for which
cost components must be calculated is approximately equal to S- , where s
is the number of stages in the system, and that the average arc-cost compon-
ent calculation is roughly proportional to the number of stages that the arc
spans. We might then expect a priori that an approximately cubic relation-
ship exists between arc-cost calculation times and the number of production
stages. Moreover, approximately -- calculations are required for the un-
constrained network solution, MASTERjand AGGREG. Therefore, total problem
solution times should increase initially somewhat less rapidly than the cube
time to compute
(seconds)
SI I * I
10
Figure 6
Computation Time
150-
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of the number of stages, but more rapidly than the square. This is sug-
gested also by the curve on Figure 6 which increases less rapidly than a
function of a cubic term only, but more rapidly than that of a square term
2 3
only. The total time function might then be of the form c+as +bs3. For
lines of many stages we would expect the cubic term to dominate, rapidly
limiting the maximum problem size that can be economically handled. Further
empirical investigations with larger problems would be necessary in order to
validate the hypothesized computation time relation. These were not attempted
in the present investigation due primarily to the inability of SHORT2 to
build up feasible arc identification vectors for problems significantly larger
than the ones tested without approaching the 32k user available core capacity
of CTSS.
Computational Limitations
The program set employed in this investigation is designed to allow
maximum flexibility for experimentation and evaluation of parameter structure
on inspection policies. No effort has been made either to minimize computa-
tion times or to solve problems of the largest size. It is likely that the
elimination of separate free-standing programs for different solution steps
would significantly reduce the program find-and-load time of 47+ seconds.
Batch processing with a more powerful machine than the 7094 and more effici-
ent programming might also significantly reduce solution time. However, the
cubic relationship between line length and total solution time must still be
reckoned with.
In an implementation designed specifically to handle large problems arc-
cost components might be aggregated as calculated, to eliminate the loading
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of three matrices and one vector into core to be aggregated into the matrix
of arc costs, C. Thus matrices with three times as many elements may be
handled with the same core capacity as with the present set-up. A machine
with a large fast core storage area available to the user (on the order of
150k data words) should, with proper programming, be able to provide at
least optimal unconstrained solutions for problems of about 300 stages if
the entire arc cost matrix is loaded into core prior to network calculations.
This is not at all a requirement, however, since the unconstrained and con-
strained network algorithms can utilize parts of this cost matrix at a time
to evaluate minimum-cost routes from the initial node to all other nodes work-
ing sequentially from lower-order nodes to higher-order ones, saving only the
minimum cost to each node already evaluated. Thus, in theory and with relat-
ively little change in the SHORT and SHORT2 programs the solution to problems
of much larger size than 300 stages is potentially feasible if, in addition,
arc-length component costs are removed to supplementary storage periodically
as they are calculated by the arc-cost routine and accumulate.
Perhaps more significant than the feasibility and economics of calcula-
tion for large problems is the data-gathering effort required. It is, for
example, unlikely that the probabilities associated with the defect-generat-
ing processes at each stage will be immediately available, unless records
of defect repair have been kept in the past. A study may thus have to be
undertaken, in which there would in many instances be a high likelihood of
data contamination resulting from attention focused on the production line.
In addition, cost components such as repair costs and penalty costs for un-
detected defects may be non-standard or measurable. Thus, collection of
both the quantity and the types of data necessary in order to implement this
model may prove to be a most challenging task in an actual industrial environment.
CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter contains the results of several runs made with the computa-
tional system described in Chapter III. For the first input data set employed,
the behavior of total quality cost with various inspection policies is
analyzed. Next, the effects of parameter values on optimal solutions is dis-
cussed. The third section of this chapter is concerned with the change in
optimal inspection policies arising from a different processing cost structure
than in the first data set. In the last section the relationships between
fixed inspection costs, total quality cost, and optimal policies are examined.
Data Set I - Example
The first set of data to be employed in the model is the following:
L = 50 (48 physical stages)
pn. = .02, j = 2.. .49
J
pr. = .05, j = 2...49
J
C. = .025,j = 2.. .49
J
cp. = .20, j = 2.. .49
cd. =-.05j,j = 2.. .49
J
cr. = 2., j = 2...49
cu2 = 20 (constant undetected defect cost formulation)
These figures have been chosen to be typical of what might be found in
an assembly-line process consisting of many small operations. The electronics
industry provides many good examples. To simplify the analysis which follows,
stages were assumed to be identical in associated costs and in defect-generat-
ing frequencies.
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS - DATA SET I
Number Of Inspection Points Stages TQC
0 19385.939
1 (optimal constrained) 49 4548.006
2 (optimal constrained) 23,49 3774.942
3 (optimal constrained) 15,31,49 3619.872
4 (optimal) 11,22,35,49 3580.167
5 9,18,28,38,49 3580.456
6 7,14,22,31,40,49 3599.244
6a 8,16,24,32,40,49 3599.415
6b 9,17,25,33,41,49 3601.113
6c 9,16,23,34,40,49 3601.996
7 6,12,19,26,33,41,49 3627.288
7a 7,14,21,28,35,42,49 3628.197
8 6,12,18,24,30,36,42,49 3661.669
9 6,11,16,21,26,32,38,42,49 3700.621
9a 5,10,15,20,26,32,38,42,49 3700.691
10 5,9,14,19,24,29,34,39,44,49 3740.068
----------------------------------------------------------------------
DATA SET II
2 (optimal constrained) 26,49 12442.688
3 (optimal constrained) 19,34,49 8666.929
18 (optimal) 6,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31, 4550.824
33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49
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The cost of disposal is negative, indicating a positive salvage value
of non-repairable units in various states of completion. The salvage value
rises linearly with the number of operations having been performed on the
unit (if each operation is the addition of a component to an assembly this
may be a fairly good approximation). Thus, a non-repairable unit removed
from the process at any point will have approximately one-fourth of its
cumulative processing cost recovered when scrapped.
The optimal unconstrained, constrained, and arbitrary policies are
tabulated on the next page with the total quality cost (TQC) for each case
considered. The optimal number of inspection stations was found to be four,
distributed very nearly evenly among the 48 stages, with slightly increasing
spacing near the end. Total quality cost for this policy is $3,580.17 for
a batch size of 1000. Even as the maximum number of inspection points is
constrained to various degrees, the inspection stations continue to be dis-
tributed more or less evenly for minimum TQC, as the total cost of course
rises. This suggests that an intelligent choice of policies for an arbit-
rary allocation of more than the unconstrained optimal number (four) of in-
spection points might be to distribute these stations approximately uniformly.
This was done for policies utilizing 5,6,7,8,9, and 10 stations.
Two significant insights can be gleaned from the computational results.
The first of these is derived from the behavior of total quality costs as the
number of inspection stations is varied. Of course, a very high TQC results
from no inspection at all due to the imputed cost of outputting defective
units. This cost is equal to cu2 times the expected number of units with a
L-1
defect of at least one type, B (1 - II (1-pn.+pr.)). The cost of $20 for
1 j=2 '
each defective unit outputted ensures, given the other data, that an optimal
policy will require that inspection take place at the last stage.
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With the cost data for this example, assuming that there is one or
more inspection stations available, the expected cost of undetected defects
will rise by (pn yl+pr L )B L-2ecu2 if the last inspection point is moved
from the last physical inspection stage to the one immediately preceding,
L-2. Thus, the cost savings in other cost classes must be of at least this
magnitude for terminal inspection at stage L-2 to be economically preferable
to terminal inspection at stage L-1. This argument can obviously be extended
to terminal inspection at stages L-3, L-4, etc. Although this situation is
feasible utilizing appropriate data, it would in most cases necessitate ex-
tremely low defect frequencies and low expected cost of undetected defects.
We might more generally expect that under a wide range of circumstances found
in the real world terminal inspection at stage L-1 will be part of an optimal
policy.
Note that for the data employed the total quality cost is a convex func-
tion of the number (integer) of inspection stations employed. More signifi-
cantly, the TQC of n inspection points more than the optimal number is con-
sistently below the cost of n fewer inspection stations, indicating that it
will generally be cheaper to err on the high side in assigning inspectors in
a shop situation with this data. However, this may not be the case with more
perverse parameter values. Here, however, even for a 100% overestimation of
the optimal number of inspection points, TQC is only 2% greater than its op-
timal value.
The second point of interest to be observed from the tabulated results
is that, for identical stages, the precise placement of inspection stations
appears to be relatively inconsequential. The multiple arbitrary policy
solutions for different distributions of the same number of inspection stations
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yielded approximately the same total quality cost (ex. 6,6a,6b,6c). These
alternative distributions were dictated only by the suggestion to "distribute
inspection stations approximately uniformly among the stages." In no case is
the differential cost between alternative distributions greater than 1/10% of
the total cost.
Determinants Of The Solution Obtained
Certain general statements about the optimal solution to the unconstrained
inspection problem can be made in many instances. Of particular interest is the
behavior of the optimal policy resulting from various changes in the input data
set. Although proofs of the following propositions are not provided here, they
are in most cases quite obvious considering the structure of the model presented
in Chapter II.
1) Total quality cost is a non-decreasing function of each of the
cost elements in the model.
2) Ceteris parabis, for some (relatively high) values of the cost
of undetected defects (cul or cu2) terminal inspection at stage L-1 will be
optimal. For all other (relatively low) values terminal inspection at stage
n, n < L-1, will be optimal. It has previously been suggested that the former will
be the case in most actual industrial situations.
3) High probabilities of generating non-repairable defects and
high processing costs will both tend to increase the number of inspection
points in the optimal unconstrained solution. In particular, high (relative
to other stages) values of cp for i > j and pnk for m < k < j will tend to
require in the least-cost policy inspection at stage j or soon after in order
to avoid high processing cost losses.
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4) If cr. for each j is an increasing function of n, the stage
Jn
at which the type j repairable defect is detected, there will be a tendency
for more inspection points in the optimal policy than otherwise, since to
defer the detection and repair of defects will increase the repair cost once
the defect is detected.
5) As the costs of disposal of defective units, cd, are made more
negative, the optimal policy will tend to require fewer inspection stations,
for the wasted processing effort expended on non-repairables will be to a
greater extent recovered when these items are removed from the process. It
is obvious that a sufficient condition for inspection at no more than the
final stage is
L-1 L-1
E cp. < E cdj.
j=2 i j=2
However, for positive inspection costs this condition is not at all a neces-
sary one, as will be seen presently.
Note that for the optimal solution to the problem with Data Set I, the
four inspection stations were not distributed perfectly uniformly, but that
the spacing increased somewhat for stations closer to the end of the line.
For identical stages, two primary forces are at work in creating a non-uniform
optimal spacing of inspection points. On the one hand, as we proceed down
the line, fewer units are to be inspected at each station since non-repairable
units have been removed by each preceding inspection. Thus, the variable cost
of inspection decreases toward the end of the process, tending to concentrate
inspection stations at this end of the line. A decrease in the wasted proces-
sing cost also results from the "thinning out" of the batch at stages near the
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end of the process. This produces a countervailing tendency to have inspec-
tion less frequently towards the end of the process. For the particular in-
put data of Data Set I, this effect is apparently the dominant one.
Also of interest are the conditions required for the least-cost policy
to require inspection at one stage only. For simplicity, assume for the mom-
ent that the cost of undetected defects and defect probabilities are such
that terminal inspection at stage L-1, the last stage in the physical process,
will be included in the optimal policy. Then a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for inspection at stage L-1 only to be strictly cost-preferable to a
policy involving an additional inspection point at any intermediate stage, R, is that
the following relation hold for R=2,3... L-2:
R
0 <ficR + B uic + B RuicRL-1 - B uiclL-1 + (B R-BL-1 Z cr pr.))
j=2
L-1
+ (B -BR)(cdR-cd 
_- E cp ).
j=R+l
This result may be derived as follows:
TQC for inspection at stage L-1 only is
(a) B uic + fic + erc + ecs + ecu(1 or 2)
Similarly, TQC for inspection at stage L-1 and some intermediate stage R is
(b) B uiclR+BRuicRLf ficR + fic erclR + erc + ecs + ecs ecu(1 or 2)
If the difference, (b)-(a), is positive for all R, inspection at stage L-1 only
is of lesser total quality cost. Subtracting, we obtain the necessary and suf-
ficient condition:
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0 < (b)-(a)
or
(*) 0 < ficR + B1uiclR + BRuicRL-1 - B1uic + erclR + ercRL-1
+ecslR + ecsRL-1 
-ecsL-l'
Let us define Aerc to be equal to erc lR + ercRL-1 - erc .L* Then Aerc =
R
cr pr ) H
i=2
L- 1
(1-pn ) + B ( 
j=R+l
L-1
crj prj) II
i=R+1
L-1
- B1( EZ
1 j=2
L-1
cr.pr.) II
S i=2
Simplifying, we obtain:
R
Aerc = B Z cr.pr. +
R=2
R
L-1l
B E
L-1 j=R+l
L-1
cr.pr. - B E cr.pr.
3 3 L- 3j2
= (BR B ) E
j=2
cr .pr .
We may also define Aecs to be equal to ecslR + ecsRL-1 - ecs L- Then
Aecs =
R L-1
E (B1-B _ )cp. + E
j=2 j =R+l
L- 1
(BR_-B 1_)cp - Ej=2
(B 1 -B. )cp + cd R(B -BR )
+ cd L(BR-BL-1) - cd L(Bl-B L_).
Simplifying, we obtain:
R L-1 L-1
Aecs B E cp + BR. Z cpj - B E
j=2 j=R+1 j=2
L-1
= (BR 
- 
B ) E cp + (cdR-cdL-1j=R+l
cp + cd R(B -BR) + cd _ (BR-B )
) (B 1-BR )
- erc1L1
R
B 1 ( E
j=2
(1-pni)
(1-pn.).
t
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L-1
Aecs = (B -B )(cdR-cdLl - E cp ).
1R R L1 j=R+l
Substituting Aerc and Aecs into (*) we obtain the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion in a more simplified form:
R
0 < ficR + B1uiclR + BRuicRL-1 - B1uic + (BR-B ) E cr pr
j=2
L-1
+ (B -B )(cd -cd - E cp ).
j=R+l
Notice that Aerc becomes simply the expected number of units which become non-
repairably defective between stages R and L-1 multiplied by the expected re-
pair cost expended on these units prior to stage R. The expression for Aecs
is the expected number of units to become non-repairably defective up to stage
R times the net disposal and processing costs incurred from not removing de-
fective units at stage R.
If we assume convexity of the total quality cost as a function of the
number of inspection points, optimally assigned, as suggested by computational
results (this has not been proven) or even the weaker condition of quasiconvex-
ity of this discrete function, then the relation above suffices for the one
inspection point policy to be strictly cost-preferable to any policy involving
two or more inspection points and thus globally optimal. This relation does
not constitute, however, a short-cut or computationally simple way for an ex-
isting production system employing outgoing inspection only to be tested for
optimality.
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Data Set II - Sensitivity of Solution to Processing Costs
Although the propositions presented in the preceding section can certainly
be verified by executing the computational system with appropriate data inputs,
such an effort was considered to be of little real practical value in providing
additional insights. However, a gross indication of the sensitivity of the
optimal solution to changes in processing costs may be of interest. Data Set
II is identical to Data Set I but for one exception. Instead of taking the
processing cost to be .20 for each stage, processing cost was determined by the
relation cp. = .05 + .05j. One might expect from the previous discussions that
the optimal policy resulting would have inspection more frequently than before
in order to avoid wasting the more expensive processing effort and, additionally,
that inspection will tend to be more frequent towards the end of the process
than at the beginning, since unit processing costs rise linearly with the stage
number.
These expectations were indeed confirmed, as is evident from the informa-
tion on page . Two interesting results are the much greater number of inspec-
tion points required in the optimal solution, and the optimal constrained policies
for 2 and 3 inspection stations also requiring closer spacing of inspection
towards the end of the line than at the beginning. Unfortunately, a complete
cost curve for various degrees of constraint could not be obtained due to the
computer's inability to store the number of feasible arc vectors generated by
SHORT2 for more than three potential inspection points.
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Data Set III - Analysis of Fixed Inspection Cost
The sensitivity of an optimal inspection policy to changes in the fixed
cost of inspection stations is investigated through use of the following set
of data:
L=12 (10 physical stages)
pn. = .02, j = 2..11
pr. = .05, j = 2..11
J
C. = .025, j = 2..11
cp. = 1.0, j = 2..11
J
cd = 0., j = 2..11
cr = 1.0, j = 2..11
cu2 = 20
Thid data set may represent a flow-shop production process consisting of stages
of aggregated elementary operations. The optimal inspection policies and TQC
resulting are presented on the next page for equal fixed inspection costs at
each stage ranging from $10 to $70 per batch.
Over any of the ranges for which the optimal inspection policy remains
the same, ATQC obviously must equal the number of inspection stations, n, times
the change in fixed inspection cost, Afic. It is observed that as fic increases
for all stages, the solution must at some point require a fewer number of in-
spection points for minimum total quality cost. It appears from the tabulated
results that unit decreases in number of inspection points at break-points may not
be the rule. Note that as fic is increased to $20 from $15 the optimal policy
requires a decrease of five inspection points. The exact break-point has ex-
perimentally been found to be about $17.
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS - DATA SET III
Fixed Inspection Cost Optimal Policy TQC
10 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 776.830
15 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 826.830
20 3,5,7,9,11 864.690
30 3,5,7,9,11 914.690
40 3,5,7,9,11 964.690
50 3,5,7,9,11 1014.690
60 3,5,8,11 1055.636
70 3,5,8,11 1095.636
Since ATQC = n, we may postulate that TQC is a concave function of
Afic
fic since it is piecewise linear with non-increasing slope n. In addition, the
results suggest that the optimal policy is relatively insensitive to fic for
the data used. Thus, the exact cost figure for inspection is not at all a
crucial policy-determining variable. It is increasing to note that for suf-
ficiently large increases in fixed inspection costs, total quality cost will
rise by an amount less than the increase in total fixed inspection costs. More
significantly, sufficiently large reductions in fic will tend to reduce total
quality cost by an even greater amount, indicating a high payoff associated with
efforts to improve utilization of inspectors. Thus, a decision to increase the
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efficiency of inspection through a reduction of either the total time required
for maintaining the inspection station for processing one batch or the cost per
unit time of inspection should be based on the total savings possible including
that resulting from a reoptimized inspection policy. This extra cost reduction
may be of considerable magnitude if significant changes in the optimal distribution
of inspection points occur at break-points, such as the addition of five inspec-
tion points observed as fic is decreased from $20 to $15 in the example above.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Reflections On The Model
The mathematical model and computational system described in this thesis
represent a feasible method of solving a rather limited class of inspection
policy problems under a set of "reasonable" assumptions about the production
and inspection processes. The feasibility of the construction presented herein
has been demonstrated for problems of a large enough scale to be of some interest.
In addition, the possibilities for handling large-scale sequential process in-
spection problems has been discussed in Chapter III. The usefulness of time-
shared computation as a tool when sensitivity analyses and rapid solutions are
desired is quite apparent.
The underlying motivation for this thesis has been White's4work, from
which the simple network formulations first emerged. The extension to the case
of multiple defect classes (repairable and non-repairable) at each processing
stage, the possibility of multiple defect kinds of each class, and the presenta-
tion of an efficient way to include inspection costs are the primary innovations
of the present model. Although somewhat restrictive, White's model is a good
deal more general than that of Pruzan and Jackson. The latter model considers
single defect classes, a minimal cost structure, and essentially identical in-
spection set assumptions as in the present model, and the optimization problem
is cast into dynamic programming recursions which are equivalent to the shortest
route formulation of the model of Chapter II.
It should be noted that the network formulation of the present model can
be expressed in a dynamic programming format, just as there exist for all dis-
crete dynamic programming problems with linear objective functions equivalent
network formulations. The first optimization network will then be represented
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with an n-1 component unidimensional decision space at each stage n. The
decision consists of choosing the stage m at which inspection is to last
take place.
In general, a discrete dynamic programming problem of the generic form
f (s ) = min {c(s ,d ) + f (T(s ,d ))}
n n dE~)n n n-1 n nd E-D (s )
s S , n=l. ..
with states s and decisions d n S n
can be transformed into a shortest-route network problem by connecting nodes
representing all possible states at each stage with directed arcs with transi-
tion costs c(sn 'sn-l) equal to c(sn d n) above where sn-1 = T(snd n). For the
network model presented herein for the unconstrained inspection problem the
state is merely the stage, n. The inspection assumption for any state-stage
combination (m,n) is that inspection is to take place for all defect types in
the set (m+l, m+2, ...n). Thus, the incremental cost value c(m,n) is uniquely
determined through specification of the present state n and the unidimensional
decision m.
A generalization of this model has been investigated by Lindsay 10(1968).
In his doctoral thesis, Lindsay removes the assumption that the stage n and
decision m uniquely determine the inspection set at stage n. Inspection at
stage n in the more general case can be over any subset of defect types in
the set (2,...n). The implications of this change for the dynamic programming
approach are obvious. The decision space is not multidimensional, taking account
of the inspection that has to take place preceding stage n and the state space
must also include the possible inspection set combinations for stage n. These
spaces may be further reduced by physical considerations, as suggested in
Lindsay's work, and by dominance and bounding observations. However, it still
appears that this approach has computational limitations for problems of large
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size. Not only is the dynamic programming algorithm in this case feasible
only for relatively small problems, but the calculation of the multitude of
transition costs required may, as in the present model, require much more
computational effort than the optimization algorithm itself.
Promising Areas for Further Investigation
There are several dimensions in which the present model might be extended.
The assumption that the defect type inspection set for any inspection point is
to consist of all those defect types between m and n is worthy of reconsidera-
tion. As previously discussed, however, Lindsay's dynamic programming formula-
tion of the completely general inspection set problem seems to be computationally
discouraging.
There may be a formulation of intermediate restrictiveness possible, how-
ever, which would be more promising. It appears that a primary advantage of
the more general inspection set formulation is to disallow an inspection policy
requiring inspection for a defect type at a point so far down the production
line that inspection is physically impossible. Such a solution, if obtained
using the model described in this thesis, would then be infeasible in the real
world.
The present model could be expanded to avoid infeasibilities of this sort
by considering the variable cost of inspection to be a function of the location
of the inspection point. Thus, the double subscripted variable C. would bejn
set equal to +infinity for any stage n at which inspection for type j defects
cannot be undertaken. However, this formulation would not in general yield the
true optimal inspection policy, since it would also preclude inspection for de-
fect types ifj at stage n.
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If there are relatively few defects types j which have the property
that they cannot be tested or inspected for beyond a certain point in the
production process, it is possible that a relatively simple dynamic program-
ming formulation can be devised in which inspection is assumed to occur at
stage n for all defect types i, m < is n, except for those defect types
for which inspection at n is infeasible and inspection at an earlier stage
for these defect types only may require to take place. An investigation
along these lines might produce a more useful model, but one that is still
computationally feasible with limited decision and state spaces. One which
admits to solution with more powerful mathematical techniques would be es-
pecially useful.
Another possible area of interest not yet given significant attention
is the extension of the model to production processes involving partition
and assembly operations. It is not in general true, for example, that op-
timizing inspection policies in the primary- and sub-branches of a process
including assembly operations will yield a globally optimal policy. It is
instructive to note that the interaction of an operation consisting of one
or more subassemblies being added to the main assembly can be represented
through use of the concept of multiple defect kinds introduced in Chapter II.
The sub-assembly at the end of its production branch and at the point of
juncture with the main production line may possess repairable and non-repairable
defects of the various types possible from its production line branch. These
defect types then become the various defect kinds of the assembly stage on
the main production line. A possible approach to this problem might entail the
use of a decomposition principle involving the iterative soltuion of main and
sub-branch inspection problems independently and the transfer of new defect
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probability and cost information through the assembly stage interface before
each new iteration.
As a final possible area for future study, consider the problem of in-
tegrating process monitoring and control with optimum inspection. It has been
assumed in each of the models thus far discussed that the defect-generating
process at each manufacturing stage is stationary multinomial. Therefore,
the objective has been simply to find that inspection policy which will min-
imize expected cost. Most actual quality assurance problems, however, are
concerned with dynamic defect-generating processes at each stage. Indeed, a
major industrial problem is the early detection and correction of the manu-
facturing process which from time to time produces excessive numbers of de-
fective goods. In the multistage static production model inspection at the
optimal stages provides potentially useful information about the present
state of the performance of each manufacturing stage. This information
can be used to correct out-of-tolerance performance at some cost, to provide
new optimal inspection policies as parameters change, or both. The objective
in this case is to minimize expected cost per unit, while maintaining reason-
able stability of the system and meeting demand requirements for non-defective
finished goods.
The foregoing suggests that a model for the dynamic process above might
be fundamentally of a feedback nature, with changes in system parameters pro-
ducing actions tending to return the system to some equilibrium state. The
Industrial Dynamics technique may be of use here in devising good rules for
reoptimization and process correction decisions. Future work on this more
realistic problem will probably be most useful of all.
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In conclusion, a primary purpose of this thesis has been to obtain
some useful insights into the problem of inspection in a multistage production
process. The work here has necessarily been limited in both scope and depth
in order to achieve a computationally feasible, though admittedly simple,
model for obtaining solutions. It is hoped that future investigations will
significantly extend the present state of analysis of this problem in some
or all of the directions suggested.
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APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
This section contains the statement listings of the FORTRAN IV computer
program set used to obtain solutions to the inspection problem considered in
this thesis. Input and output is from the appropriate pseudo-tape files in
all cases. Brief program descriptions follow.
MASTER. This program calculates the expected number of good or repairable
units, B , to leave each production stage. An initial batch size of 1000 units
provides good scaling for all of the programs to follow. The computation uses
the simple recursive relation Bm = B (1-pn ).
ERC. This program will calculate expected cost of repair, erc mn, for all
feasible m and n. For each value of n, m is first set to n-l and the sum and
product terms, each with one element, are multiplied together and with B to
become erc . The value of m is then decremented and new sum and product
mn
elements are each time combined with the sum and product terms to produce new
sum and product terms. When m becomes its lowest value, 1, n is incremented
by one and the process repeats.
ECS., This program will calculate the expected cost of scrappage, ecsmn, for
all feasible m and n. The wasted processing cost term is straightforward,
calculated exactly as per the formula in Chapter II, and this is added to the
cost of disposal for non-repairable units discovered at stage n.
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EIC. This program will calculate the expected inspection cost, eicmn, for all
feasible m and n. First all stage numbers are arranged into a vector INDX in
increasing order of the ratio C /png. For each m,n pair this list is scanned
for the first stage number, k, which lies between m and n. The cost Ck is then
assigned to uic . The next such stage number, p, that is found adds (1-pn k)Cp
to the present temporary value of uic . This process is continued for each
m,n pair according to the formula for uic until the whole list has been scanned.
The final value for uic is then multiplied by the expected number of units
mn
to be inspected, B , and fic is added to the result to yield eic . No attempt
m n mn
is made to save the optimal ordering of inspection for each mn pair, since
only the orderings for the arcs on the optimal path are of interest, and these
orderings can easily be calculated after the optimal solution is obtained using
the simple ratio inspection sequencing theorem.
ECUl. This program will calculate the expected cost of undetected defects,
ecul for all m less than L under the additive defect cost assumption. First,
mL
L
ecul is calculated to be Z (pn.+pr.)cul.. Successive terms ecul L,
1,L . 3 m
m=2..L-1, simply require the subtraction of (pn +pr )cul from the sum remain-
ing, so calculation is not redundant.
ECU2. This program will calculate the expected cost of undetected defects,
ecu 2mL, for all m less than L under the constant cost of outputting defects
assumption. First the probability of a unit not being defective with no in-
L-1
spection at all is calculated according to the formula p1 = II (1-pn -pr ).
j=2
The expression B1 (1-pl)cu2 would then be the expected cost of undetected
defects for this policy. The probability of a unit last inspected at stage 2
not being defective would then be pi/(l-pn 2-pr2). Thus the probabilities pm
for each stage m are obtained by successively dividing pm-1 by (1-prm-pn ).
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The expected cost of undetected defects for terminal inspection at any stage
m is B (1-p )cu2.
m m
AGGREG. This program will add the matrices of values of ecs, erc, eic, and
ecul or ecu2 to yield the matrix of arc-costs, C, for use by the optimization
algorithms. The user is asked through a console printout whether he desires
the constant or additive undetected defect cost formulation. The first char-
acter of the user's response (c or a) is read and tested in order to determine
whether the values of ecul or ecu2 are to be included in C. If an incorrect
character is typed on the console the user is asked to retype his response. A
typical console printout is presented following the program listing.
SHORT. This program contains the Ford Algorithm for the unconstrained inspec-
tion problem. The matrix of arc-costs, C, is first read into storage. In
Phase I of this program the distance to all nodes but the first is set equal
to a very large number (99999999.). In Phase II, the "forward pass", the dis-
tance to each node j is set equal to y*, where y = min (c.. + y ). The value
J i 13
of y* is thus the shortest distance from node 1 to node j. Phase III, the
J
"backward pass", identifies the nodes which lie on the shortest path from
node 1 to node L. The numbers of these nodes are the optimal inspection point
stage numbers.
Starting from node L, the next lowest numbered node j on the shortest
path is identified by the expression y* - y' - c being equal to zero. The
process is then repeated at stage j and all other nodes which satisfy the re-
lation above. Due to machine truncation errors, the relation above is required
to be satisfied only within a tolerance of + ,001 for the next lowest optimal
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stage number to be identified. The optimal inspection points, total quality
cost, and shortest distance to each node is printed on the console. Sample
console output follows the program listing.
SHORT2. This program will calculate the optimal placement of inspection
points for the constrained inspection problem. In addition to the matrix
of arc costs, the program requires as input from the console the maximum
number of inspection points, NSPEC. Phase I of this program generates feasible
path identifiers (4-tuples) of the form ((Ll,Kl),(L2,K2)) where L1 and L2 re-
present adjacent"levels" of the network form presented in Chapter II and Kl
and K2 represent stage numbers for each potential inspection station. These
4-tuples are stored into their order of generation in the form of separate
vectors.
Phase II sets the distance from origin to each node (the y.) to a very
large value. Next the distance to each node j is reset to min (c.. + yf) where
iES(j) 1
y* is the minimum distance to node i and S(j) is the set of nodes connected by
directed arcs to node j. This can be done by a simple simultaneous scan down
the vectors containing L1, Kl, L2, and K2 since the feasible arc generator
routine (Phase I) produces feasible path identifiers in increasing order first
of level, and in increasing order of stage number within levels. The arc cost
assigned to any arc is simply cKlK2 regardless of the level identifiers. This
algorithm segment is denoted as Phase III.
Phase IV identifies the nodes lying on the optimal (shortest) path through
the difference technique used in SHORT. The optimal node level identifiers are
suppressed in the console output, so the optimal stage numbers only are printed
along with total quality cost, as may be seen in the sample console output
following the program listing.
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LONG. This program will calculate the total quality cost for any arbitrary
inspection policy. The user is asked to type on the console the stages at
which inspection points are to be located, and the program will add the costs
of the arcs connecting each of these node numbers. Although the entire cost
matrix, C, is available to the user to perform this simple operation manually,
if desired, the time to output and difficulty of manually identifying the
desired arc costs for each arbitrary policy make apparent the value of this
program. For the 50-node problem there will exist over 1,000 such arc costs.
Sample console output follows the program listing.
print naster raatr
MASTER
CG00 
6C 6 
GCI50
U 0 11G i
c 9120
00U130
0140
0U15L
C0 170
00 190
R. 1. 250+
C TH I £ PHC(RNA ''
DIM EIO k
l FORMAT (I
LS=L-1
fRAD (4,17
B'(1)= 10CC.
X =10CC
DO 16 J=2,
C THF PFLA\TIOSH
X=(1.-PN(J
1 B(J)=X
C CUTPIUTTING OF
CRkITE (20,:
pREWIND~ 2L
FPN HT rA! C'.LA'TE0 PJ(), M=1..
PN(55 ), (
) L
)
) (PN(l), I=2, LS)
L Si
1 (T TAPE 20
17) (F(I),1=1,LO)
17 FORMAT (F12.3)
END
. 3 C r
L -1
MASTR EAT~i;
print erc rnadtrn
W 2005.0
ERC MADTRN 04/2 2005.7
0001
U0U23
000 4 G
00 0 5 00005 C
00070
0UU
ocoo00100
u0120
00150
00C170
0010 0
00100 i
00200
0 0 210
00220
00230
002 
00250
002 C0
00270
0 0 20 0
00290
0U 300
0031 G
00320
00330C 0 3 3 0
0035U0
003 4u
00370
0030
00 3 0
004 L. 00
C0410
R 1.800+
C THIlS BRPOCRAM ILL CA
DIMENSION R(50),
READ (2,30) L
3 FORMAT(I 4)
LS=L-1
LA=L-2
READ (20,31) ((
31 FURMAT (F12.3)
READ (1,31) (PN(
READ (5,31) (PR(
READ (9,31) (C
REWIND 2
R EN 4I NP
REWIND 5
REWI ND 0
REWIND 20
LCULATF THE EXPECTED COST OF REP AIR,
cR( 50), PR( 5c), PN( 52), ERC( 50, 50)
I),
)
)
)
,
C INCREMlENT N.
DO 35 t.=2, LS
C SET UPPER VALL E OF K.
K=N
KA= 0NBX=1.
A =0.
C CALCULATION UF SUM TERM =
33 A=A+(CR(K)*PP(K))
C CALrULATION OF PRODUCT TF
BX=BX*(1.-PN(K))
C LET M=K-1
M=K-1
FRC([
I=1, LS)
=2, LS)
2, LS)
1=2, LS)
1U+(CR()*PR(K)) )
RM=PROD*(1.-PN(K))
C CALCULATION OF EC,)=()*(SUM TERM)*(PR
ERC(U,N) =B(M) *A*BX
C DECREMENT K
K=K-1
C TEST FOR
I F(M.
35 CONTI
FOP K=N,N-1, * .2
FOR K=N,N-1,. .2
ODLT TERM)
LGWES7T VA LUE CF
GT.1)GC TO 33
NUE
DO 07 M=1,L
K =M,!+ 1
C OUTPUTTING F
07 WR I TE ( 23
REWIND 23
END
933
ERC ONTO TPPE 23
,31 ) (ERC( , ) ,N=K, LS)
ERC
I
I
I
1
l
print ecs rmadtrn
W 2C16.
ECS MADTRN 04l/U2 2010.0
Lu
C 0 6 6900050
U 0 7 U
U, U C
00000
00100
001100
00140
00160000 01700 010
0 0 190 G00200
00210
00220
)U23 C
0 0 21410
0 25 C
0 C) 20
0 b 27
O 0 200
o0 U (29
00310
00320
00330
003 0
R. 1.13+
C THIS PRORAM v I LL rALCU LATE T!E
C WASTED PROCESSING EFFORT, ECS(
DIMENSION 0B(50), ECS(5c,50)
READ (2,30) L
LS=L-1
LA = L S - 1
Su FORMAT (IL4)
READ (20,31) ((), I=1, LS)
READ (7,31) (CP(I), I=2, LS)
READ (0,31) (C(I), =2,LS)
31 F0RMAT (F12.3)
REWIND 2
REWIND 20
REWIND 7
REWIND 0
DO 25 N=2, LS
NA=N-1
DO 25 M=1, VA
X = I. N
FXPECTED COuST OF
, CP(50),/CD( 50)
MB=M+1
DO 23 J=MB, N
C CALCULATION OF WASTED PRCCESSING COST
23 X=X+CP(
C CALCULATICN DF rECS( M , N)= / STFD Pr0CF52I, COT /r
C OF FISPCSAL TIMFS THE FXPECTFC NLYPFR OF fEFFTCTI'F
C CCCRRINC OET FrFF STF ,WN STA. F .
25 ECS(,r) =X+CP(N)*(B(M)-(N) )
DU 67 M=1, LA
K=M+ 1
C OUTPUTTINC OF ECS ONTO TAPE 25
C7 LTF (2S, ) ([CO(', ), =K,LS)
REWIND 25
E NT
55U
P
ECS
'RAPPACE
COST
I ITEM S
print eic nadtrn
V 2Go12.4I
E IC MADTRN
EIC
011/1,2 2012. 5
C
C
C
C
THIS PROGRAM CALCI. LAT
OF HAVINC INSPECTION
TAKFS t LACF "T STACE
LEAST COST INSPECTION
UB3lu
S0 020
00030
00110
00J"120
030 13
0 0 14 0
00150
00170
00190
o 2 00
(0 J 29(36U210
00220
U C 2 3
30 1240
00150
002100
0 0 170
00190
20
(30 U
3 (0  3 C:
U (3211 (
00230 G 32 C
030
0035000360
(30370
G004 ,10
0 0 3 1(004130
(3 L 5C
04 7C
C45 IC
0(j4 00
I0470
I =0
LA=L-2
41 1=l+1
T=99999999
C ARRANCEMENT OF STAE
ES THE EX
A.T ?TiCf
. THESE
SEQUENCE
3, 50),
PFCTED INPECTION 00T ElC(M,N)
'''EN '''T~ I:&2
0T I ."rF ALCU LATED US ING THE
FOR EACH SET (M+1,. ..,N)0F DFFEC
B(50), INDX( 50F), Fl C(50), 0(50),PN(50)
I), I=2, LS)
(I), I
(I), I
=2, LS)
-1, L)
1=2, LS)
C INSPECTED FOR T N.
DIMENSION FIC(5
DIMENSION P(50)
READ (2,1?) L
REWIND 2
1 FORHAT (I L)
LS=L-1
READ (6,15) (r(
REWIND C
READ (4,15) (PN
REWIND 4
READ (20,15) (?
REWIND 20
READ (12,15) (F
REWIND 12
15 FORMAT (F12.3
C CALCULATION OF RATI
C OF [VErT I NDX F C
DO 50 I=2,LS
INDX(I)=I
50 R( I )=C( I )/PN( I)
t MERS,
FOP ALL
I NDX (I),
DO 03 J=2, LS
IF(R(J)-T) 1:7,1,7, 4
47 T=R(J)
INDX( I )=J
118 CONTINUE
KT=lNDX( I)
R(KT)= £ j900999)9.
IF(I .LE. (L-2)) GO TO 41
C FOR EACH N, N PA IR SCAN VECTOR I NDX
C OR EQUAL TO N AND rREATER THAN M.
C ASSICN? INIT/I L COST C(J) TO Elr(
C ( H I j MUST MAVE THE NEXT LPREST
C N) ADDS COST (1-PN(J))*C(K) TO E
DO 52 N=2,LS
NA=N- 1
DC! 52 M=1,NA
KGLD=1
P=1.
STAGES I, CREATION
IN I NCPFA SIG P RD OF Rj
FOP INDX(I) LESS THAN
THE FIRST SUCH1 STAGE J FOUND
THE NFXT SUCH STACE K
VALUF OF R F')k STAGFS PETWEEN
C(t,N), ETCETFP .
os (I )/PN( I)
T/CE T TJ.
(u 6 5 9
00510
00u530
0060W
00700
0063 1 0
0 3 5o+
PN(1)=L.
El CCLt,NV)=
DO 51 I=1, LA
IF ((I rNDX(I) .GT.
P=P*(1.-PN(KrLP))
El CM,N)=EIC( , )
KOLD=
51 CONT I NE
C UN IT INVSPFTIi NrQSTS
C L N ITS PASSINL T"ICP
C COST CF INSPECTIO: T
C EIC(71,N).
TC( * I F
PCl CIN =E
K=+1
61 IkTE (21)
REWIND 22
02 FORMAT (F1.3)
END
1 831
N) .0. (INDX( I). LE.M) ) TC C1
p * r C( K)
SF TF l ( l'
l', FI C(N
F TF FXPERTF TMPFr OF
v: ni')), AND T!F FIXED
) I S /r) I F7 TO 3 'l
+F I
CEICC~ ,V), '=K ,LS)
pri nt ccul riadtr r
ECUl '\DTR!N
C THI S PRCPF t' , ILL
C DEFECTS ECLU1(,L)
C LAST TAKES PLAC'F /
D IMENSIOrN p'(5
READ (2,17) L
LS=L-1
17 F U M T (I 4 )
Ren 2in, J '3 ( C
RE7AD (4 ,1b) (PN
FRAD (5,11) (P
0 FORNAT (F12.3
CAL"ULL
FR LL
T CE
2), PP(
CI''
r (~.
"I)
(
,
I)2
1=2
, 1=
TE THE FXPFCTF. "'CT OF U DETFCTEC
Cl LESU THAN L UNEN I SPFCTI ON
SFORF ,DDrITIVE nEFFCT rcS.
57,( 0 , l E ) FrUl(5 ,1
,
2
J)
LS)
, L[2)
*C
01 12 c
1- V
60 20
C 3 1
'/4 7
L0650+
C 012C
(0IL 2
C .0 1
CU2i 3
0022,
'230 U
+040
CU1(M+1)
LS)
ECUl
C ( CAL" ULA T IGt CF '-001(1, L)
I. I
;< =X"+(PN1( I)+PC(1) )*CL1( I)
LA=LS-1
L L S - La
- +1' +iI +1) ) *CL1(H+1)
ECU (LS, L =C
C ;UTPU.TTIN' F E1 ONTOC TFPE[ r o
CFR I TE (2!., 11) (CU1(I1, L) , 1=1,Ir 1 r r i.,
kno. I .. ...0
REND 2is1  et 1 5e '2 C
REN I Iw
F' *|.; .1f
END
NOR
L) - ( rPN +1) +P +1) )*
print ecu2 madtrn
W 2u21.0
ECU2 MADTRN 04/02 2021.2
00010
0i020
00030
000 (50
201090
e 110
00122
(90130
0014 0
C071 50
00170
0 018 u
GU210
0 25 C
00270
U0280(0200
0030I
00310
uu32 ~'
0-330
0J3i(
uC3 5J
C TH IS PROGRAM IL L 'AL
C DEFECTS FCu2(M,L) FCR
C LAST TAKFS PLACE AT S
C DEFECTIVE ITEV SNFT 0
C IT HATS.
D IENS I 0ON PN(5) )
READ (2,17) L
17 FORA T (I k)
READ (11,10) CU2
LS =L-1
READ (20,10) (D(M), L=1, L
READ (12,10) (PR( I), 1=2, L
REiIND :
R 1 E-i 20.
EFiIND 11
LRE2IN 2
REWINV' 20
1C FOREPT (F12.7)
LA=LS-1
C CA\LCLATI10N OF ErU2((2, L)
DO 42 J=2, LS
42X=X*(1.-PR(J)-PN(J))
DC 43 Ni=1, LA
k43 =X(.-P( +1 )-PN( +1))
ECU(L, L)=i.
C CUTPUTT I NG F E!C ONTO TAPEl
,ilITE ( 2L.,1J) ( ECLO2(1,L.) ,
ENDr
Ff0
CUI TF T''E EXPFCTFP fOrT OF UNDPETFCTEP
ALL M LESS THAN L IEN INSPECTION
TAGE M FOR / rCNSTArT COOT, CU2, FOR EACH
UT RFCP4RLFSS OF THE NU(TEr CR TYPES CF DE
PR(5 ) , B ( ),ECU2(5, I)
S)
S)
1=1, NC)
ECU2
print aggreg madtrn
1 2027.4;
AGGREG PDTkN
00 100 (11 l0
0020
00030
o 0 C 1000 5
00060
00070
00000
00090
0c100
00110
0 0120
00130
021140
I 150
00100
' 00170
002(00
0 210
"1 7
02C 2Gu230u
0C~.200
0 27 0
U 1u 3 Li
Ou'a r
0 3 C
u O
00300
0 0 C
4 u 5 uC030 7
0033 C
00370
00300
0  00
00420
00450
0 0 L7
0000 8
C! L0 5 000500
00510
2.26G+.
AGGREG
G /2 2027.4
C THI S PROGRAM 1 LL AIGCF 0A TFE EC, ERC, El C, AND ECU1 OR ECU2
C TO YIELD D(t,N),=1. .- 1, N=2...L.
READ (2,12) L
12 FORMA T ( 4)
kEWIND 2
LA=L-2
LS=L-1
DIMENSIDN f(50,50),I(50,5U),DI l(50,>50)
DO 7 M=1, LA
K=+1
C REA'- r CF ES, - ERC,AND ED
READ ( 22, 950 ) ( " , =K, L')
READ (23, 5) (Dl(KM), '=K,LS)
770 READ (25, 5) (DI I ( , N), '= K, LS)
REF N 25 lPp E. I T7Glu FORM/T (F12.?)
PR I NT
C DUE. RY OF U2'~R ~ EI RED TYPE OF COOT OF
25 FOrRMAT (53H DO YOU ~'ANT ADD IT!VE
10H DEFECTS )
Go READ (5 ,J
C I DNTI F I CA ION OF UPER RFSPONSE
I F (J-10717 L IC .rE. u) MM=24
IF (J-21210103604.EQ..0) HV=2E
C IF UNRE0CONI BLE >EDPONSF RETYPE R
IF (J.2E.21210103CE' ./ND. J.NE.1
CO TO 55
70 PRINT 49
Fu ART (17H OFTYPE RFPONSE )
CO TO C
C READ-IN OF
55 READ
RE i I Nr
REWIN
C AGREGATION
U
ECU1 oR
(NV, 750 )
24
2C
V=1, LA
i r) FT F r T F-)
717F I0 
DEFECTS
CO STS OF U ND
GO TO 70
EcU2
(D( 1,L), I=1, LS)
OF (OT TYPES TO Yl LD //D//
K=MA+ 1
DO 0 5 N=K, LS
r'n r D( )= , +
9 5 D (M N)3 =D ( L ) DDO 9 0 V=1,L S
C OUTPUTTINC F ( /.//
0J90 R I TE (21,9150) (
RENIND 21
PRINT 00
99 FoRMAT (4'H END
END
700
(V ,N )+D I C,!N)
ONTO TPF 21
D(, N), =K, L)
OF ACCUET. READY FOR TOTL COOT CALCULATIO
CONSOLE PRINTOUT-AGGREG
loadgo aggreg
W 2039.3
EXECUTION.
DO YOU WANT ADDITIVE OR CONSTANT COSTS OF UNDETECTED
DEFECTS
C
END OF AGGREG. READY FOR TOTL COST CALCULATION
EXIT CALLED. PM MAY BE TAKEN.
R 9.100+1.333
print short nacitrn
W 2037.8
SH ORT MADT RN 04/02 2037.
D I MENS I ON Y( 50), D(5 ,5)
READ ( 2, C) L
., FURH T (14)
LS =L-1
D 4 1=1,LS
K+ 1
READ (21,(D( , J),J=K, L)
3 FOLiAT (F12.3)
CONTIN LE
C THIS IS CHORT
C FORD IL OrITH FOR ICYEL ! --
C ARC (IJ), I LESS THAN J
C INPUT - L=NUMBER OF VODES
C MATrIX ID, (I,J) =ARP
000 2£.
0C032cou
r, V,Co
G L C 7+ C
u07 C6
001uu
00U11G
00120
00130
0014 0
u 15 C
0.170
C 0 1. 1,
00100
00200
00210
00220
00 23
0 20 0
C00270 L
0020 C
G 0 2 0 0
00300
C U 31 C
0032G
00330
00340
00350
003 CU
00370
00300
00390
004 00
00 L- 10
00420
0043.0
0 0 3L L
12
C
79
I NSP(5 0)
FEAS I nhE
LENTHl FR
DETE- I ATIC !
P DC I' CLU r ALL
OM 0'OFF I TO OrE J
CF C F V. LU ES
'., C,
ID I STA
I=1, L)
C Ir
M =J-1
PHASE III - BACKWAPD PASS, OPTIM
DO 8 I=1,Mi
IF(ABS (Y( I )-Y(J)+D( ,J)).LE.
CONTINUE
I NSP( I) =1
J=I
IF (J-1) ,3,12
0 PRINT 27,
27 FRN;AT(// ,
TO !OflES /1Cfl NODE DISTANC
PL NODE IDENT IFICATION AND OU
. 001) GO Tr 79
Y( L)
15H TOTAL COST IS ,F12.3///)
SHORT
LS=L-1
C PHASE I - lI TI A LI ZAT I
Y ( I )=
DO 5 1=2, L
5 Y( I )=950999]
C PHASE II - FOu/P? PAS
DO 00 I=1,L
1=I+1
DO C0 J=M, L
IF(Y( I)-Y(J)+F( 1,J))
c Y(J)=Y( I )+r(I ,J)
C UTI N!F
PRINT Eu
C FORM AT (20! 1OrTEST
PR INT 99, (I, Y(I),
90 FORMAT (1 ,2X,F12.3)
DO 7 1=1, LS
7 INSP(I)=0
INSP(L)=1
J=L
0450
0 0 4 70
00b480
o0 §J 0
00500
00510
00520
00530
0 U 5540
00550
[~ +
PR I NT 30
30 FORAAT(
DO 10 l=2, L
I F( I NSP( I))
4 2 PRINT 17, I
17 FORMAT (
10 CONTI NU
REWIND
REW I ND
END
F
2
21
329 PUT 1 ISPECTOFS PT STAGFS
10, 10, 4 2
I 4)
C END OF S!!OrT
f
)
loadgo short
W 2035.5
EXECUTION.
SHORTEST DISTAN
NODE DISTANCE
1 0.
2 1Li4.C
3 235.5
4 3 4 4 .2
5 4i64. 5
6 568.9
7 672.4
8 787.5
9 886.9
10 985.4
11 1095.6
12 1095.6
TOTAL COST IS
PUT INSPECTORS
3
5
8
11
EXIT CALLED. PM MAY BE TAKFN.
R 5.733+.766
W
SA MPLE PRIINTOUT-SHbOET
CF TO NODES
00
40
89
25
67
4 7
20
03
23
36
36
1095. 636
AT STAGES
print short2 madtrn
W 20 43. 6
ZHORT2 'iADTRN
00010
UGu20
00030
000 40
00u50
00060
00070
00080
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00300
00400
0 0 410
00420
00430
00440
00450
04/02 2043.6
PRINT 789
789 FORMAT (52H FORD ALGORITHM
1 58H1 ENTER THE MAXIMUM NU
READ 4, NSPEC
DIMENSION D(5U,50),Y(50, 50),
DIMENSION K1(250C ),K2(2500)
READ (2,14) L
4j FORMAT(I4)
LS=L-1
DO 5 I =1,LS
K = I + 1
READ (21,3) (D( I ,J) ,J=K, L)
3 FORMAT (F12.3)
5 CONTINUE
REWIND 2
REWIND 21
C TH I S I S SHORT2
REWIND 3
C FORD ALGORITHM FUR MODEL I I -X
C INPUT - L=NUMBER OF STAGES
C MATRIX D, D(I,J)= pC [F
C NSP EC = NLVPER OF LEVELS
C TERMINAL NOES
LP=L-2
IF (NSPEC.GT.L-2) NS
IF (NSPEC .LE. 0) TA
IF (NSPEC .LE. 0) GO
C PHASE I - GENERATION OF
DO 90 J=1,LP
N(1,J)=1001
90 N(2,J)=2001+J
JX=2
I XO=NSPEC
11 IF(IX-1) 10,12,14
14 K=1
30 DO 15 I=1,K
N(2,J)=(JX+1)*1000
N(1,J)=JX*1000+JX+
+
I -1
PEC=L-2
P=F)(1, L)
TO 500
FEAS I LE
FOR CONSTRA I NED I NSPECTI ON
MBEr OF INSPECTORS, RETURN
N(2, 25)C ,
TENDED
L1(2500),
S T10 ET F ST
L2( 2500
ROUTE
NT I FROM lDE I TO J
INI NETYORK EXCLUSIVE
PlTH VECTORS
OF
L1, K1, L2, K2
JX+K
15 J=J+1
IF(L-K-JX-1) 16,16,17
17 K=K+1
GO TO 30
16 JX=JX+1
I X0=I X0-1
GO TO 11
SHORT2
Now
PR
CA
13 INDX =(tSPFr+2)*1000+L
N(2,) =1 NX
N( 1, J) =10 01
NS =2
71 NT=NS*100
ID =,N
D022 I=NS, LS
(1, J) =I +'T
t-( 2, J)= I NX
Ji=IE+1
NS=NS+1
I F (NS-NS PE C-2)
004+60
004+7000 48 6(
00490 7
U U tj0
00500
00510
0 u :520
00530
00540
0 0550
00560
00570
C0 0
C C9 C 1 000 4 C
0CC070
So 7 210 10
0 072 9
0073 C
0074+0
0L750
0 G 77 C
U 10 75:)0
0 7(90
J U 
00020
00830
DO 12
L1( I)
p s F I I
PHASE II
DO 55
I =1,N~UM
2, )
=N(1, I )/
=Il- L1(
=1 2-L2( I
- IrITI/\
(I)
(I)
L) = )=0.)
LA = L 2
LB=K2
05 Y(LA,
Y (1, 1
C PHASE I I I
D)U 78
I A) = LitOB =K
I C=L2
I D= K 2
IF (Y
7 Y( I C,
71, 3,
I L 1(),K 1 (I)) --T-- (L2 (), K2 ())
' T'F7 'OF PITA'E
WHERE L
1 00
I I 100 t
LI ZAT ION
( 1 4,. (
1=1,NU
(I)
1(Il)
(I)
(I)
( If, I0)+9(
I 0) =Y ( I/\, I
PA'SS, rETFFINATION CF NO'- V/\LUES
IB, I))-Y(I C, ID)) 7 ,70, 7
B)+D( Il, In)
IUf=j-1
FEASIBLE PATH (I)
NiODE[ L.EVEL AN K' I
3
C
C
C
SAMPLE PRINTOUT-SIIORT2
loadgo short2
W 2036.3
EXECUTION.
FORD ALGORITHM FOP CONSTPAINF INSPECTION PRORLEM
ENTER THE MAXIMUM NUMBEP OF INSPFCTOPS, RETURM CAPRIAAF
3
TOTAL COST IS 1096.713
PUT INSPECTORS AT STAOES
11
7
4
EXIT CALLFD. PM MAY RF TAKFN.
R 6.850+1.666
loadgo 1ong SAMPLE PRINTOUT-LONG
W 2037.3
EXECUTI ON.
THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE TOTAL COST FOP ANY
ARBITRARY SET OF STAGFS WHERF INSPFCTION IS TO TAKE PLACF.
ENTER STAGE NUMBERS IN ASCENDING ORDER, RETUPNING THF
CARRIAGE AFTER FACH ENTRY, AND FND THE LIST WITH
A ZERO.
3
7
12
0
TOTAL COST IS 5153.348
EXIT CALLED. PM 1AY RF TAKEN.
R 6.86C+1.500
LU NADr V P TRN
LONG
'I
C 10
00130
001400
(00050
uU 070
0 100
1 10
00120
0013
C0140
0C U 1 C
00150
00100
00200
00210
00220
C 00
mu
60 2C
00310
00320
0033 -
003700
R 1.71C+.
C THI PR(I A? I LL rAL
r POLICY, 1ITH STAF 1 !
DLIi E-SI 0(5r,-C
READ (2,) L
5) FORMAT (IL4
LSL-1
0 25 1 =1, L.
K=l+1
rEAD (21, 30) (D(
2COuNTINUE
RE:IND 21
30 FORM2AT(F12.73)
N ( 1) =1
1=2
PRINT 11
11 FOPMAT (4K'! THIS
12' /\RBI TRPARY SET
254! ENTE. STI F F
35SUH CARR I/CE /FT
4 EH A SERO. )
C PEF- IN OF ST.rr r 1 P
2 REA 10 , N( I)
1Cw FORSAT (12)
IF (I)) .,,2
1ro I = !+1
TC =
N~)L
C CALCKLA T ION OF TOTAL
DOQ 4 J=2, I
:t=N (d)
CCLATF TTA.
), N(U!)
I J )
L COST FOR FNY
''LPPL IFE' Rve*
APITR"RY INSF
~THE CNCLE
J = K,L )
PPC E :LL rf jr
T EI2 IN I
R D/\ ' ECT
rpv rv
L/TF T/L
'5C OPDE, 0'
rNDF THEF LI
r 0ST FORA
I T 0 TAKE
FTUR" ITG TH
ST WITH
0' ort'SLF
rC ST=D (, 1t)+ ( 1, J)+5 ( , K).. .+1 (Q, L)
TC = D(KOLD, M)+ Tr
PRINT 120, TC
120 FOR1iAT (151 TCTAL .0ST IS , F12.)
END
E00.
N
P
E
